Bootstrap should not contain application specific code (HTTP vs CLI). The Application should handle their request handlers themselves.

Associated revisions

Revision 16440346 - 2018-02-12 21:45 - Benjamin Franzke

[TASK] Directly wire Application and RequestHandler

The frontend and backend Application and RequestHandler classes are tightly coupled since the frontend eID request handler was moved into a middleware and the backend ajax request handler was merged with the regular request handler. (1:1 relationship)

There is no (longer) need to resolve the request handler in Bootstrap. For the install application we are still using two request handlers but will dispatch them from within the application now.

That means the call chain is now:
Application -> RequestHandler
instead of:
Application -> Bootstrap -> RequestHandler

That allows us to deprecate all HTTP related code in Bootstrap (with a separate commit) and instead implement that in an HTTP specific ApplicationTrait.

This patch introduces a legacy RequestHandler dispatcher middleware which ensures that registering custom request handlers using Bootstrap::registerAdditionalRequestHandler() still works for the frontend and backend.
(although it is marked @internal, there is interest to not just drop this)
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Patch set 6 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/55642
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